
Zeepin GalaCloud 
Incentive Model for Zeepin GalaCloud--A distributed encryption storage network  

Dear Zeepin supporters and community members, 

GalaCloud DESNet, a distributed encryption storage network developed by the Zeepin 
community, is a key infrastructure existing in the Zeepin ecosystem. It includes groups of 
GalaHub nodes and GalaBox nodes, offering distributed storage service & space.Users need 
to pay a sum of Gala so as to gain access to storage space. Gala earned from this will be 
handed over to each node. As being a significant component of the Zeepin ecosystem, the 
incentive model for Zeepin GalaCloud nodes designed with reasonability and feasibility can 
substantially benefit the network service in terms of stability and lead to a benign and speedy 
development of GalaCloud.   

GalaHub nodes and GalaBox nodes are included in the distributed encryption storage 
network. 
In order to gain access to storage space, users need to pay a sum of Gala. 70% will be 
distributed to GalaBox nodes, 20% to GalaHub and 10% to GalaCloud Foundation. In 
addition, Zeepin Foundation will compensate each node at an early stage. 
  

1. GalaHub node incentive model 

All ZPT holders can have access to mortgage and join GalaHub nodes, which will be 
compensated with a certain amount of Gala accordingly. The first batch of ZPT mortgage will 
be locked up for a period of 18 months.  
In the first year, Zeepin Foundation shall compensate GalaHub nodes with Gala equivalents 
that are 10 times the amount of ZPT mortgage, which is capped at 500,000,000 Gala and will 
be distributed on a weekly basis. The distribution is scheduled for November this year.  

Figure 1 is the incentive curve of GalaHub, describing the relation between equities of 
GalaHub node participated in node selection and the proportion of incentive distribution. 
The more ZPT mortgaged for node selection, the higher proportion of incentives shall be 
earned. However, when mortgage reaches a cap of O, more ZPT mortgaged will lessen 
the amount of Gala incentives proportionally. For anyone who expects to maximise his 
profit, he has to decide a “proper” amount to mortgage. A dynamic balance formed by 
GalaHub provides a perfect two-tiered system that embraces fairness and 
decentralisation to manage the entire node network. 
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Figure 1. GalaHub incentive curve 

Coefficient of incentive distribution of a single GalaHub node:  

Coefficient of incentive distribution can be queried based on the ZPT mortgage amount 
according to the incentive distribution curve. “O” means 1,000,000 ZPT 

Total coefficient of incentive distribution of the entire GalaHub nodes:  

To calculate  , we need to add all   together. 

  

Ratio of incentive distribution of a single GalaHub node:  % 

  

Total revenue of a single GalaHub node on a weekly basis:   

  

   : Total amount of Gala earned from storage of the entire GalaCloud network. 
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  : Total amount of Gala compensated to GalaHub node on a weekly basis 

 m： Number of valid GalaHub nodes across the entire GalaCloud 

2. GalaHub node selection and quit from node selection 

2.1 GalaHub node selection 
GalaCloud plans to recruit up to 49 GalaHub nodes. This recruitment will start on Aug 8th and 
end on Aug 30th this year.  
If a ZPT holder wants to become a node in GalaHub cluster, he can submit a mortgage 
application to the GalaHub participation page and select a region where it is going to provide 
service. To be qualified, one has to mortgage a minimum amount of 400,000 ZPT.  

Ranking entirely depends on the amount of mortgage. If a candidate can make it to the top 
49, he will be included in the candidate pool. Once selected, the community management 
commission will require candidates in the pool to submit relevant information to verify the 
authenticity. Besides, the community management commission can also, at its sole discretion, 
make adjustments in order to optimise the service regions. After authenticity approved by 
commission, selected node must provide, since November 2018, a server and suitable 
storage space as well as high-performance bandwidth need to be configured. 

For any node selected as GalaHub node, ZPT mortgaged for node selection will be 
distributed to a specified smart contract address as requested for a 18-month period of lock-
up. Prior to the GalaHub selection, a candidate can add more ZPT to mortgage or cancel 
previous application. However, a candidate will be disqualified from node selection if he 
decreases the amount of ZPT for mortgage after application.  

2.2 Quitting GalaHub node selection  
If a candidate requests to drop out of node selection, he will be disqualified for the next round 
of node selection. In case of a vacancy resulted from the quit request, a new node will be 
selected to fill this vacancy the next month. The prior selected node can’t quit until the next-
round selection stops. In this case, all ZPT for mortgage will be routed to the original wallet 
address provided by the candidate when the agreed period of 18 months lock-up expires. 

2.3. GalaHub mortgage and unlocking 
To apply for mortgage, one has to register in the selection page by creating a Zeepin ID 
account. The candidate can increase the amount of mortgage before the deadline. When the 
18 month mortgage period expires, he can submit a request for unlocking a certain portion of 
his mortgage. Only the part exceeding minimal mortgage amount is available for withdrawal. 
If what’s left of his wallet can’t meet the minimal mortgage after withdrawal, the node 
network will automatically remove him. 

2.4 GalaHub blacklist 

If any node, suspicious of malicious attempts, will be blacklisted by GalaHub (rules detailed in 
GalaHub Node Recruitment Terms). Once blacklisted, the node will be disqualified from the 
GalaHub network. 
After the completion of next- round node selection, this node will be removed while ZPT 
mortgage is locked up.  

2.5 Cancellation of blacklist 
If the node in blacklist disagrees with this verdict, it can appeal to the management 
commission within two weeks. Any failure of appeal within two weeks will be deemed as a 
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waiver of appeal rights. If its appeal is approved, the management commission will remove it 
from the blacklist. Moving forward, this node can join GalaHub nodes again and the locked-
up ZPT will be released.   

3．GalaBox node incentive model 

Each GalaBox obtained from crowdfunding can join GalaBox node cluster and become a 
storage miner after inserting a hard disk into GalaBox (Max hard-disk space: 4 T).  Miner can 
gain access to mining Gala via sharing of storage space by Galabox, and rewards will be 
calculated according to optimal coefficient on a weekly basis. When the system is available 
online, Zeepin Foundation will compensate miners with a large sum of Gala on a weekly basis 
in the first year. To be specific, 10 millions Gala will be released at initial stage, weekly. With 
one more GalaBox added, the compensation will increase by 500 Gala accordingly. The 
compensation will be reduced by half every two years. There will be up to 60000 GalaBoxes 
released in the first year. More will be released if necessary. 

Figure 2: The appearance of GalaBox 

  

GalaCloud DESNet will take into account parameters such as the total amount of online 

time of each GalaBox node, amount of online time on a weekly basis, total sharing space, 

used space, upload amount, download amount ,intraday download & upload speed. The 

network will distribute Gala based on a proportion between weekly contribution 

coefficient and the entire network. 

Coefficient of weekly contribution of GalaBox: 

Definition:  

S:  Average storage space on a weekly basis-Unit: TB.  

U:  Average upload bandwidth-Unit: Mbps. U0 is recommended bandwidth. If U>U0, U/  
 U0=1. 

D:  Average download bandwidth-Unit: Mbps. D0 is recommended bandwidth. If D>D0,  
 D/D0=1. 



T:  The amount of time being online-Unit: Hour(s) 

 ：Coefficient of weekly contribution of each GalaBox 

  

 ：Coefficient of weekly contribution of all GalaBox across the entire network 

  

        Total revenue of a single GalaBox node on a weekly basis:   

  

 ： Total amount of Gala earned from storage of the entire GalaCloud network on 
a weekly basis. 

 : Total amount of Gala compensated by Zeepin Foundation on a weekly basis 

n： Number of valid GalaBox nodes across the entire GalaCloud on a weekly basis  

When using GalaBox to store files, the system will define daily contribution coefficient 
according to the parameters including storage space, the amount of time being online, 
upload & download bandwidth. This daily coefficient also helps to calculate the weekly 
coefficient so that the revenue of tokens across the entire network will be clear. The 
revenue (Gala tokens) will be distributed to Zeepin wallet that is added to GalaCloud on 
the client side. Users can query the distribution record via GalaCloud. 

Thanks for your support， 
                                                                                      Zeepin Team
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